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Optimizing the analysis of  galaxy 
formation simulations

Simulations now produce a realistic galaxy population, but 
interpretation/physics from careful comparison to observations. 

How can we best leverage power of  large surveys + large simulations?  

Vogelsberger+20



Astronomers jump aboard the  
machine learning bandwagon

Symmetry Magazine, Oct 2018



Machine Learning + Simulations:
Some applications

Data fitting & insertion

Transcription of  physical/observable properties

Image generation/enhancement

Real or fake?  (Fussell & Moews 2019)



Data fitting: Insertion of  
galaxies into DM halos

Motivation:  Use hydro sims to connect to DM properties, then use 
it to populate large-volume DM sims quickly.

Lovell+21



Insertion of  galaxies 
into DM halos

Motivation:  Use hydro sims to connect to 
DM properties, then use it to populate 
large-volume DM sims quickly

Kamdar+16 (Illustris): M* predicted well, 
other quants less well.

Agarwal+18 (Mufasa): Using only centrals 
helps, but still only M* is good.

Kamdar+16

Agarwal+18
M* g-r



Insertion of  galaxies 
into DM halos

Lovell+21: Combine sims to expand 
dynamic range of  training set

Kumar Das in prep: Use pre-classifier to 
separate quenched vs SF (for SF/HI/H2), 
train centrals/sats separately

Lovell+21 Kumar Das+



Connecting physical and observable 
properties: CGM absorbers

Motivation: Determine CGM physical 
conditions along LOS from absorption 
properties in various ions.

Traditional methods: 
Photoionization code (CLOUDY) assuming 
single-phase, single-Z gas slab along LOS.

Use simulations to obtain a best-fit relation.

Appleby+22



Machine learning the CGM
Input (observables): N, EW, b, Dv, fr200, M*, SFR, krot

Output: r, T, Z (column-density weighted) of  absorbing gas
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Appleby+23



Machine learning the CGM
ML tends to shrink contours.  Match the scatter ~perfectly 
via gaussianization.  Increases s⏊ but only slightly.
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Image emulation: HIFlow
Motivation: To efficiently sample HI intensity maps for 
parameter constraints, need to be able to quickly generate 
maps with parameter variations.

Normalizing flow maps do density estimation by 
transforming training data into a Gaussian, then new maps 
can be generated by sampling the Gaussian and inverting.

CAMELSHIFlow

HI column 
density maps 
at z=6

Hassan+22



Cosmology from HIFlow
Test how well cosmology recovered:

Generate a HIFlow map trained for given cosmology

Calculate the power spectrum on emulated map

Use this to infer cosmology based on trained mapping

Compare with known true cosmology

Generally recovers PS within x2, cosmology within 3s.  This 
enables cosmology from future 21cm maps.

Red: True value
Blue: HIFlow
inferred region



Image enhancement: Emulating 
high-resolution simulations

Motivation: Resolution is expensive. Can sub-resolution 
structure be emulated quickly?

Yes!  Use GAN to generate super-resolution tracer particles.

Lo-res True hi-res GAN hi-res

Power spectrum

Halo mass fcn

Li et al. 2021



Discussion: Issues with ML

ML predictions scatter closer the mean than reality.
Can use gaussianization to recover true scatter.

ML doesn’t handle bimodal distributions as well.
Can use pre-classifier, but that’s clunky.  Better ML algorithms?

ML feature importance can be tricky
RF/ERT spits out a value, but does it mean anything?  YMMV.

Error bars from ML?
How can we robustly propagate uncertainties?


